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LUKE SKYWALKER
I’m not afraid.

YODA
You will be…
You will be!



Blue Rocket – the brand

• The company was thought of and treated
as a brand from the outset;

• We think of each TV series or group of
content we produce (including mobile
content) as a brand;

• We leverage each brand to boost each
other brand;

• From the outset, Blue Rocket was
marketed as a creator and producer of
multi platform content.



Dangerous terrain

• Declining production investment;
• Declining licence fees;
• Territorial lockouts;
• Market fragmentation through the

creation of niche digital channels;
• Declining audiences – lured away by

broadband, mobile entertainment and
games – The Bill vs Counterstrike;

• Acceleration of change.



Convergence, Divergence and
Emergence

• global rollout of digital television;
• rapid growth of the mobile content

industry;
• rapid growth of broadband;
• emergence of Broadband TV;
• 4G and beyond;
• growth of immersive multi player online

gaming;
• emerging “out-of-the-box” technologies –

Augmented Reality.



Predictions: The impact of
change

• Terrestrial TV will be ‘saved’ by mobile;
• So-called Interactive TV will be overtaken by

Broadband TV;
• The decline of the half hour format;
• The decline of linear content;
• The death of the couch potato;
• The rise of ‘content anywhere’;
• The rise of the ‘train stop’ episode;
• The rise of simultaneous multiple content

experiences;
• Individuals will relate to an eclectic personal suite

of content rather than with individual traditional
brands.



Traditional model for
exploitation

• TV:
– Terrestrial
– Cable TV
– Digital TV

• Film
• Non theatrical
• Traditional merchandising (inc.

publishing, DVD’s etc.)



New model for exploitation

• Terrestrial TV
• Cable TV
• Digital TV
• Film
• Non theatrical
– New opportunities

• Traditional
merchandising

• Companion website
– Subscription

services
– Multiplayer

environments
– Downloadables

• Computer games
• Console games

• Mobile
– Wallpaper
– MMS
– 3G
– Games
– Ringtones
– Personalisation suite
– Embedded content

• Software
– PC pals
– Digital assistants

• “Out of the box” –
augmented reality



Example 1: Hoota & Snoz
• 3 x TV series of non

verbal shorts;
• www.hoota-snoz.com;
• Hoota (Digicritter);
• Mobile content:
– Wallpaper, MMS, 3G,

Games, ringtones,
Embedded content;

• Augmented reality;
• Non theatrical;
• Next:
– Merchandising;
– Long form series;
– Feature film.



Example 2: Dog & Cat News

• 2 x TV series of
shorts;

• Large scale
broadband site;

• Audience
participation through
website;

• Modular format
allows future
expandability.



Example 3: Pixel Pinkie

• 52  x 12 minute TV
series;

• Companion website;
• Mobile content:
– Wallpaper, MMS,

3G, games,
ringtones,
personalisation
suite, embedded
content.



Example 4: Bang the Cat

• 3G series;
• Migrated to TV.



Other examples

• Habbo Hotel migrating from internet
portal and game to TV series;

• Who Wants to be a Millionaire? –
audience back channel via mobile;

• Big Brother – audience back channel via
mobile;

• www.uptoten.com – website will
ultimately become a broadband TV
channel;

• Everquest.



Future Possibilities

• 3 & 6 minute episodes;
• Embedded content;
• ‘Out of the Box’ – Augmented

Reality;
• Location based entertainment

experiences;
• ‘Out of the mobile’ games;
• Forward locking and forward

billing;
• ‘Digital’ product placement.



Why cartoons?

• Short form cartoons can be well suited to
multi-platform / converged concepts
because cartoons:
– are (hopefully) iconic and visually

strong;
– tend to have broad appeal;
– have a longer shelf life than live action;
– attract cult followings;
– are produced using techniques that

accommodate multi platform delivery;
– are in big demand for mobile.



Why NOT cartoons?

• Expensive on a good day and hideously expensive
on a bad day;

• If it’s not global, it’s not worth doing;
• Difficult to finance multi platform;
• Websites are an expected component but it’s hard

to make money from them;
• Territorial incompatibilities;
• Regulatory minefield for children’s programming –

broadcast, internet and telecommunications;
• No viable market for grown up cartoons;
• Generic content will perform at least as well as

Premium content for mobile;
• The mobile market is over serviced and very

competitive.



Challenges

• The basis must be a really good TV show;
Broadcasters care about ratings NOT
mobile downloads or websites;

• We must utilise cross platform delivery in
a meaningful and integral way and not
just for the sake of it. Cross platform
cannot be an afterthought;

• Not all projects suit cross platform
delivery;

• Finding the right partners – particularly
mobile aggregators, is critical for success.



Where the money is… and
isn’t!

• IS:
– TV;
– Mobile;
– Online multi player games – avatars;

• ISN’T:
– Australia;
– Websites;
– 3G (yet);
– Traditional merchandising;
– Non theatrical (yet).



Lessons we learnt

• Develop for a global market;
• Don’t promote indigenous wildlife;
• Retain global internet and mobile rights;
• Retain non theatrical rights;
• Use a good international aggregator;
• Don’t deal directly with the carriers;
• Never do an exclusive mobile deal;
• Never get involved in formatting content for

mobile;
• When they say ‘edgy’ they don’t mean it;
• Leverage your branded content to sell your

generic content;
• Remember, the only constant is change. Stay

alert.



“It is the business of the
future to be dangerous.”

A.N. Whitehead


